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WNTRODUCTION
A social-survey data file may be perceived to be a handbook con-
taining information about people. A social-survey data codebook may be
perceived to be a table of contents of a particular handbook. An inven-
tory catalogue of these handbooks (i.e. codebooks and data files) where
'author' is survey research organization and 'title' is type of survey,
guides access to the location of the handbooks. A subject catalogue
guides access to the content, i.e. the subject topics in the 'handbooks'.
AM4INS is a computer based data managaiient system which is used to
structure, process and re-organize bibliographic data about 'handbooks'.
The same system i.e. the same set of computer (programs) based sub sys-
tems, may be used--with a different emphasis on procedures--to analyze
the data from various 'handbooks' . As ADM$IN is an interactive system
in a time sharing environment, a process catalogue keeps a record of
derived data representing a users viewpoint of the collection, and a
user catalogue keeps a record of use for accounting and resource alloca-
tion purposes and as a guide to system development.
IVENTORY CATALGUE
Acquisition is the problem of recording bibliographic data about
accessions of codebooks and their actual data sets. A bibliographic data
item consists of actual entries as qualitative codes or numerical values
under the various ategories of information describing the accessions to
the collection of 'handbooks'.
We type in at the time sharing console the relevant bibliographic
data. TABLE 1 and TABIE 2.
We type in under control of a program which knows the legal entries
for each category of information in the data items. In TABLE 3 we see
the norm under which the program accepts lines (bibliographic data items)
typed at the console. In TABLE 4 we see the 'Adform' which records the
specifications of the data codes and controls the processing of the data
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Obtain information from codebook for data set
Obtain information from acquisition documents


















































The category names are mnemonics for the bibliographic categories.







































strict c I r u
stop
o 5 means expect five characters
. 4 means expect four integers
c 1.r u means expect one character r or u
UNV DATA
r nod ukinv
ukl bipo 5200 xx uk -3811 y 2 1171 1 11
r-1401 y-14 I I r
uk2 bipo 5300 xx uk 3812 y 3 1868 1 13
r-1401 y 14 2 2 r
uk3 rel 280 cab uk 4006 y 6 1609 1 32
r-1401 y 5 3 3 u




5This program is both an audit program i.e. we can tell it what
is a legal entry and it will tell us interactively if we have typed in
an illegal entry* and an edit program i.e. we can interactively find,
change, and display the bibliographic data entry.
.nventor~y
We build up our inventory catalogue by preparing the bibliographic
data items which describe ch accession to our collection of 'handbooks'
± .e. codebooks and actual data sets.
The inventory catalogue can be perceived as a bibliographic data
set whose structure we know. TABIE 4.
This adform of the inventory catalogue is also typed in at the
console. There is a program which checks out the syntax and coherence
of the adform statements and converts them into computer executable tables
and routines.
This computer executable adform then controls another program which
processes the inventory catalogue data, making any recoding changes spec-
ified by the adform. After interactively processing the data during
which we can feedback and change errors, we end up with a processed set
of the bibliographic data items in the inventory catalogue.
We then re-structure so that we obtain for each category of inform-.
ation in the inventory catalogue, a category record containing the charac-
teristics of each data item for this category. Also the textual description
of each characteristic, the aggregate of the characteristics for all the
data items, and control information which enables a category record to be
self documenting of subsequent transformations. TABLB 5.
Re -organization
The inventory catalogue contains basic bibliographic data about
the codebooks, data sets and their location. In order to find the location
of certain codebooks for a particular country and type of study, one has
to search the inventory catalogue. -TABLE 6.
vTABLE 4
Adform Categories of Adform INVCAT
N ARCN0.
IM = ARCNO.




RSC $ASHFRD$ + $BASR$ + $BMGER$ + $BIPO$ + $BSSR$ + $CISER$ +
$CRSZ$ + $DEMOS$ + $DIVO$ + -$DOXA$ + $GAUIAR$ + $IBEM:$ + $I i$4 +$n3op + $io$no $ + IISR$ + $IUM$ + $INRA$ + $IRc$ + ISrsP.
PERMIT $LIF,$ + $MENDEL$ + NERNIV$ + $NGIT$ + $NIPO$ + $NORC$ +
+ $PSA$ + $RA$ + $RFE4 + $RS$ + $RSL$ + $SIM$ + $SL$ + $BSS$ +
B a 21,1,0.
D f SURVEY ORGANIZATION CODES A THROUGH I) 0 - MROCCO
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ISOP - S TITZERLAUND.
F a IF BS OR (B1 - B21) GO TO STRICT.,
N - SRORG2.
DIP a SURORG.
RSC $IFE$Z, + $DEL$A + $NEHNEV$ + $NGIT$ + $NIPO$ + $NORC$ + NSO$ +
L$ + $PSA + $A + $RFE$ + $RS$ + $RSL$ + $SIF)$ + %Sl4++ $SSL$ +
$sss$ + $WIL$ + $.
E 18,1,1.






/ EY- BRAZIL, ETC
frGIT - NORWAY
M- NERLANDS























RSC a $AU$ + $BE$ + $BR$ + $BU$ + $0H$ + $CR$ + $WO0 + $0U$ + $CZ$ +
$DE$ + DR + E + + c + 42Fr$ + 4G + $(Rn + $Ho$ +$
PE4ITI +' +M$ + I + 'A+ L + $IN I +$NO$ + P +A + $PF + fWH$+ + + $RU$ + $F$ + 4 + $sz$ +
$TH$+ VUS$ + $VIs + $YU$ +











/DR - DOMINICAN REPUBLIC








fl~C- + $ni$ + zS$ + $I$+ + 4$ + + _ + 1
+ +# +$P$+ $ + 4Pu$ + o$+ $$+ + $sz$ +
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D'a - 1WIB SIME.
N Is CARDS.
D t CARDSM. TMI
B.Z Ntloo.
AM I (/DTI/ /DTEIL/) 19 (ni 1).*
IM t Q1 MT.
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Example of how the surorg cate-
gory codes are related to the
arcno category codes which are




































Search of Inventory Catalogue
Find these four categories of information for all data
sets in the collection where the survey organization is RA.
















Find all the data sets in the collection for survey organ.-
ization SSL for surveys between 1962 - 1965 inclusive, and
display these four categories of information.
ix surdat g 6200 = 62
229 RESULT= 29 ( 12)
ix surdat 1 6501 = 65
229 RESULT= 229 (100)
1 65 62 62-65
229 RSULT* 29 ( 12)
1 62.65 esl = sal.62-65


















































One builds indexes to the data items uhich exhibit certain combin-.
ations of characteristics. The names assigned to these indexes are used
to describe the pertinent data items and then used to display the location
characteristics of the data items so that the codebooks may be accessed.
As previously indicated the referent of each data item is a 'handbook'.
SUBJECT CATALOGUZ
Each codebook contains many questions. An inventory of these ques-.
tions classified under categories of a subject heading scheme is a subject
catalogue.
The meta data item is the semantically distinct variety of question
with several actual existences. The meta data set i.e. the subject cata-
logue, is the file of these meta data items.
We prepare each meta data item by assigning a main subject heading
and sub heading i.e. a particular subject heading to a particular question.
Each particular subject heading represents a concept, under which there
can be several varieties of semantically dissimilar question. For each
semantic question unit there can be several actual questions existent in
different 'handbooks' . TABIZ 7.
TABM 7
Some Subject Categories
Main Subject Heading Codes 6 1 3, 9
Subject Sub Heading Codes 7 1 2 15
Semantic Variety Number 5 3 6 2








In TABLE 8 we see the 'Adforml which controls the specifications of the





Adform Categories of~ Aarorm S =CAT
ID MMtt &UB3CT H~ADIG
/P CONMUIIT WORLD
/3 MAT-IM ST M LATION~S
/5 SPimCm AI. REIT0iSHM AIM P'ROMSJ3P




vF 1324 Go TO E ST IF B35 GO TO SP~rMN IF B6 GO TO CE
IF BT GO TO OOPI78 00 TO 3WORWZ F B9 GOTO BI00




D) to SUJ1CT SOI HrADWG MUROPi
/- EM 0 zT1 '!JM GATOIT -07-12
/12 u-uaro nt,=,AI t~RxaTI0 POLITIC
/13 E-01OP.M M=M~RTI11 MANSION~ OF
Z1 M.M0Plmem C0::t3:bTW w 1RITISII RhFMTI0NS
/15 Emt1opm1A ccO2.z~iuNTy- UJahTrU sTJ~lI s IR moN
11 VALUATIO17 OF' M1STIG LUROPiAM INNSITUTION1$
E ,,1




D a SMlJIECT MM11 1HMAMlG -COMINUIMS VIORW
/21 - SETO S0VI1T 1RIMATONi Ala) VJIML SMlUGGLE 1EOR BLOC3 LEIMSJI?.
E m







D = SUBJECT SUB HEADING - EAST-WEST RELATIONS
/31 - GERMANYS INTERNATIONAL POSITION VIS-A-VIS THE EAST AND-OR WEST
/32 FRANCES INTERNATIONAL POSITION VIS-A-VIS THE EAST AND-OR WEST
/33 - BRITAINS INTERNATIONAL POSITION VIS-A-VIS THE EAST AND-OR WEST
/34 WAR - HOT (3D WORLD WAR) AND-OR COLD
/35 - BALANCE OF POWER
/36 - RANKING OF NATIONS AS TO POWER POSITIONS
/37 UNITED STATES - SOVIET UNION, CHINESE RELATIONS
/38 - INFLUENCE OF WESTERN EUROPE ON THE BALANCE OF POWER
/39 - IMPACT OF THE SOVIET UNION ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS.
E 9,1,1.




D. SUBJECT SUB HEADING WESTERN WORLD
/41 . ASSESSMENT OF THE GENERAL WORLD SITUATION
/42 - GERMAIMBIElL~rF S
/43 BRITAINS INTERNAL AFFAIRS
/4 - UNITED STATES INTERNAL AFFAIRS
45 - WESTERN BLOC STABILITY AND COHESIVENESS.
E 5,1,1.




D = SUBJECT SUB HEADING - SPECIAL RELATIONS AND PROBLEMS
/51 - BRITAIN - COMMONWEALTH
/52 - FRANCE - FRENCH COMMUNITY
53 - DE GAULLE
54 - GERMAN REUNIFICATION
55 - SUEZ
/56 - ALGERIA
57 - FRANCE - GERMANY.
E = 7,1,1.






D w SUBJECT SUB HEADINGS - SECURITY AND DEFENSE
1 - EUROPEAN MILITARY FORCE (INCLUDING EDC QUESTIONS)/e. NATIONAL DEENSE (IDEzNzT DEmENTS)/3- COLLECTIVE DEFENSE VS NATIONAL DEFENSE
64 - DISAR4AMNT AND AIMS CONTROL
5 IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS SYSTEMS/66 -NUCLEAR SHARING AND PROLIFERATION
/6~ NATO
/68 INTER AND MULTI-NATIONAL DEFENSE
/69 - ATLANTIC DEFENSE
/61 SUPRANATIONAL DEFENSE.




D s SUBJECT SUB HEADING - INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION (NION-MILITARY)
. PEACEFUL USE OF ATOMIC ENERGY
/72 - THE UNITED NATIONS
/13 - POSITION ON LIMITATION OF NATIONAL SOVEREIGNT
/5 .POLARIS.
E a 14,11.




D a SUBJECT SUB HEADINGS nTIES MOiND (UNDERD PIM WoIRD)181 AID TO
/83 BEST INTERNATIONAL COM(J1*ITY.
E 2,1,1.




D u SUBJECT SUB HEADING - BIOGRAPHIC DATA/91 - GENERAL SOURCES OF INIORMATION (MAGZNES NEWSRS, ETC)
/92- PERSONAL CONTACTS WITHIN HIS OWN COUNTRY
/93 - PERSONAL CONTACTS WITH FOREIGNERS
94- TRAVEL IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES
/95 - KNOWLEDGE OF FOREIGN LIGUAGES
/96 - DATA ON WL AND CHILDREN




/912 - DATA ON BIRTH, YOUTH AND CLASS
cont'd.
TABLE 8 cont'd.
913 - POLITICAL VIEWS, ACTIVITY, PARTY
14 - RELIGION
915 . COITRIES RAKED AS TO DESIRAITY
/916 . IMBERSHIP IN ORGANIZATIONS
/917 - VIEWS ON NATIONAL CHARACTER
,918 VIEWS ON A FOREIGN EDUCATION
19. VIEWS ON THE AILLEABILITY OF HUM NATURE
/920 . RtESIDENCE
/921 - GEERAL OUTLOOK ON LIFE (IDEALIST)
/222 DIFERTJCE BEITEEN VIEWS AND PAST VIEWS AID
VIEWS OF OTHERS (PARENTs, YouTH)
/923 - POTPOURI (VIEwS ON ART, ETC).
E 22,1,1.





D a SUBJECT SUB HEADING . COVUNICATIONS
/101 - C0ole.
F - IF B1 0 N Bi GO TO VARIET.,
N a VARIET.
F -1,10,12.
D a VARIETY NUMBER (OF SEMANTICALLY EMUIVALENT QUESTIONS).
E a N,100..
N - CODEBK.
FMT a 1,13,17 I1.
RSP - 1-17.































D - COIBOOK QUESTION NUMBBRS.
E A, 6 ..
N n F61.
R0 a 2,1 A6.











































D = CODEBOOK QUESTION NUMBERS.
E A,6...
20
There are actually different subject catalogues for different collections
e.g. UK, US, special collections, etc.
The structure of the meta data item (the question) is controlled
by Adform SlXocat. TAB14 8.
Here, as well, we can also re-structure so that we obtain for each
category of information in the subject catalogue, a category record con**
taining the characteristics of each meta data item for this category.
Also, the subject description of each characteristic, the aggregate of
the characteristics for all the meta data itemz, and control information
which enables a category record to be self documenting of subsequent
transformations. TABU, 9.
The subject catalogue contains basic bibliographic data about the
questions. In order to find the questions pertinent to a particular topic
one has to search the subject catalogue. TAB4 10.1, TAB"" 10.2, TABML
10.3.
One builds indexes to the meta data items i.e. the basic semantic
question by corbining the characteristics of major and minor subject
headings. The nmies assigned to these indexes my be the same as in the
subject headings of new names may be assigned under some reclassification
of the questions according to soma purpose different to that under which
the collection of questions was originally classified by the major and
minor sub heading scheme.
The text of the actual question may be a category of .information
in the subject catalogue, or the codebook may be accessed by the inventory
catalogue, then via the archive name of the codebook and the question
number in the codebook, the actual question in the context of the sur.
rounding questions will be retrieved. TABU 11.




































Example of how the codebk cata-
gory codes are related to the
subjcd category codes.














Search of Subject Catalogue
Find the codebooks which have been classified under 6.3 and 6.4.
The description of these codes is to be found in Adform Subcat.
r cross guess guess
35 v subj , cols 6.3
2 COLUMS ACCEPTE.
.ROWS ACCEPMT.
NO STATS, OK.. yes
6.3
SUBJ 8





























































Search of Subject Catalogue
Find the question numbers for codebook BR65, then for codebook BR61,
under 6.3 and 6.4 classification codes.







































































Search of Subject Catalogue
Find the description of 6.4, and how m.%ny timaes it is used as
a classification code.
38 sj secdef 4
S 1  753
1 .01
Find the questions that
BR65 and m61.
.09 6.4 - DISARMAMBNT AND ARMS CONTROL
have been classified under 6.4 for codebook
























close , depage guess
Now look at BR65 question 32 and "R61 question 40B.
TABLE 1





313 1.00 1.09 WHICH EIr1O1D OF C0NDUTING N OTIATIONS ON
aPMCOTROL IS I:ST LGU TO M 0DUCE
UsEF ESU~lTS
105 34 .37 BILAMAL 1OTIATZIS B=MN MICA XrD
UUSSIA - 1
102 .33 .36 MOIWII ERAL TATIONS ADIDNG T NULEAR
NATIONS -- 2'
27 .09 .09 GIENERALT9ED EOTIATI0NS WITHIN T UN - 3
1 .04 .04 onm (LTAT=) - 4
5 .02 .02 NOIN-5
13 .04 .05 BILAMEAL AW m IIr IL4RAL - 6
3 .01 .01 BILTR AL D G ZT' - T
21 .07 .07 ALL THMEE * 8
26 .08 .09 DOT .Mo -- 0
0 0. 0. NO ETYxl - BIA
7 v br6i , ix 40b ot 40b

























1.03 MICH IEHWC) 0F CODCTDG IEGOTIATIONS ON
ARMS-COUTOL Is 1:ORE 2 IeY TO K10DUCE
UZ21UL RBESUIRS - BI METAL ETIATIoNs
BTEEEN AT-RICA AID RUSSIA, ?ULTI ldRAL
WG0IATIO1S MEIEN 7-tH i70 BICS CUTSIDE
TIHE U'JXSD22 NATIONs, 0R G AIUR ZED EGOTI.
ATIO3 WIm TUi UNITED IATIOs
.44 BIom=AL - 1
.31 iMPITT aL OUTSIDE U3 - 2
.23 C mmAIZED WIIM UN - 3
.02 OTM (zTATE) - 0
.03 O:1T IMow - n
0. NO AINSWTElR - 12














Analysis of the subject catalogue is in effect a method of searching
for questions coded according to certain classification concepts. The
result of the search is the relevant question in a particular codebook(s),
i.e. category of information in a particular 'handbook'. Analysis of the
inventory catalogue yields the relevant codebook(s) and the data set(s),
i.e. 'handbooks'
The reason for accessing these 'handbookst is to analyze them,
either within one handbook or across several handbooks. The result of
analysis by a user fAs a new data set i.e. a 'derived handbook'.* The
' J
function of a user process catalogue is to keep track of these user analysis
activities. The user process catalogue contains an index to the category
records stored on the disk, as well as a tree structure relating the oper-
ations performed on the categories to each other and to the data.
The function of the system process catalogue is to keep track of
all user process catalogues and their relation to the inventory cata.
logue.
A process catalogue can be perceived am an inventory of process
operations where the categories of information are dates of process, who
is processing, states of process-of the categories of information from
the various source 'hancdbooks'.
A user can relate one data set 'handbook' to another and/or relate
the parts of a data set to the whole. The process catalogue must keep
track of these 'kinship' relations. The same data set may have been
subsetted differently by tWo different users, the process catalogue has
to be able to keep track of these different activities* Derived 'hand.
books' in different 'editions' may be disseminated to other people, the
process catalogue must keep track of thee different 'editions'.
The process catalogue can be analyzed like any other inventory.
The result from analysis are simply the finding of the required process




The system user catalogue is a data set which is a record of the
use of the system. TABI 3.2.
System Mxmnistration.










user I User 10
Process Catalogue Process Catalogue
Each user has his oin parzonal space, as vell as access to input
space, process space, result space, and comnd space. These facilities
are used in a variety of wys dependent upon Pfnether the user is looking
for thmadbooks or deriving 'hadbooks' from one or rore original 'hand-
book(s)'.
The user catalogue incorporates an accounting of comuter time
usage muplied by the Corpouitation Center. The detailed accounting of the
use of commxron space is kept by the PMWIS system. Histograms are genere
ated from these accounts hich provide some intelligence on the optimal
division of our total space allotmnt.
N 9
28
By far the most interesting of the user catalogue functions is the
data on procedure (command) usage. Each time a major procedure (command)
is invoked it appends the following information to a disk file: command
name, user identification, time, date, console number, procedure name (e.g.
name of instruction file, name of input data file) as well as information.
particular to a procedure, (e.g. name and size of report generated e.g.
name of subfile created e.g. number of data items processed and errors
incurred).
We can perceive each 'command use' as an item in this file contain-
ing the categories of information just described. We write an adform for
this administrative 'data set' TABLE 13.1 and then we can analyze system
usage. TABLE 13.2, TABLE 13.3, TABLE 13.41, TABLE 13.5.
TABLE 13.-1





























Adform Categories of Adform USECAT
N LTPE.
FM (6)1i(A6).
RSC + $CLSED$ + $ERR001$ + $EROO2$.
D a TYPE OF LINE
/COIMAND REPORTING IN
/cOSING OF PROCESSOR
/SAVED FILE RESUMED WITH IMPROPER NAM
/3239 NOT AUTHOR OF SAVED FILE.
E 4,1,0.
F B2 GO TO FPS IF D3 0 B4 G TO END
IF N SB CR(B1 -- B4) GO TO EN,.
N a PROGNO.
M 21(14).
RSC " 3239 + 4288 + 2815 + 4207 + 4978 + 3197 + 2714 + 2814 +
4564 + 5769.































RSC'= $GANIZE$ + $ROCESS$ + $INRT$ + $NAYZE$ +$FRTA






F IF B1 GO TO ADSIZE IF 132 GO TO END IF B3 GO TO FILNA4
IF B4 Go TO PGNAMi IF B5 Go TO NOTABS.,
N MtPNAMB.
FM = 49(A6).
D = PAGES - NAME READ INTO ANALYZER.
E a A,6.
F - IF B1 0 N B1 00 TO ED,
N ADSIZE.
FM = (12)27.
D3 NUMBER OF CATEGORIES IN ADFORM.
E = N,100.
Fm IF B1 ON B100 TO END..
N FILNAM.
FMT - (6)49(A6).
D NAM@ OF INVERTED FILE.
= A,6.
F - IF B1 0 N B1 GO TO END..
N = NOTABS.
FM - (12)27.
D - NUMBER OF TABLES GENERATED.
E = N,100.






D NAMIL OF ITM FILE*
Nf - NtITEMS.
YM -(18)io.
D NUMBF OF ITMS PROCESSED.
F N,20000,*
FM (12)18.
D NU MBER OF DATA ERRORS FOUND PROCESSING.
E = N,20000.
N END.
FM = (1) 1.
D - DLUZtf CNTIMORY/1.






IlT1P 1.00 1.00 293 TYPE OF LIE
1 .87 .88 257 COl4AND REPORTING IN
2 .12 .12 36 CLOSING OF PROCESSOR
3 0. 0* 0 SAVED FILE RESUMED WITH IMPROPER NE
4 0. 0 3239 NOT AUTHOR OF SAVED FIL.
PROGNO -87 1.(Y) 257 PROGRAIMER NUMBER
1 .05 .06 16 GRIFL
2 0. 0. o MCInTOS
3 .12 3.4 36 LRE
4 .14 .16 41 SILVA
5 -12 .14 36 BOIMA
6 .14 .16 42 BESIlRS
7 .06 .07 17 SOPHOMORE CLASS
8 0. 0. 0 FREY
9 .20 .23 60 RAUP
10 .03 .04 9 GREENBERG
TE .87 1.00 257 TIM (1-24)
*185E 02 AVERAGE VALUE
MONTH .87 1.00 25T MONTH
1 0. 0. 0
2 .35 .40 102 JULY
3 .53 .60 155 AUGUST
4 0. 0. 0 SEPITmER
DAY .87 1.00 257 DAY
.141E 02 AVERAGE VALUE
CONSOL, .87 1.00 257 CONSOLE ID
BLABEL .87 1.00 257 BASIC LABEL
COMAND .87 1.00 257 COMAND USED
1 .22 .25 65 ORGANIZER
2 .17 .20 51 PROCESSOR
3 .08 .09 23 fERT
4 .38 .44 112 ANALYZER
5 .02 .02 6 PRTABL (REPORT GENERATION)
P'GNE .38 1.00 12 PAGES - NAM READ INTO ANALYZER
ADSIZE .22 1.00 65 NUMER OF CATLG0RIES IN ADFORM























NAIE OF VETD FILE
NUEER OF TABIES CFRATED
AVERAGE VAm=
NANE OF =I4T FIT
NRMB i OF TMS FROCESS)D
Al=GE VAUE




&tetch of a Category Pcora in the USECAT Catalogiue















Example of how the progno cate-
gory codes are related to


























Example of Usage Table
Find the ADMIS sub system usage by various users, provide a statis-




































































































As well as using the user catalogue for macro analysis e.g. when
(what tims) does the system get used, for what procedures, by whom,
from where, etc. we can do a micro analysis tracing the states of a
particular data set, by user.
TEDTUAL DATA
Fbr each bibliographic data item (i*e. each handbook) in the inven-
tory catalogue, there is an informative abstract of ca. 150 words of
English text. TAIE 1.
TABM1 14
Abstract
This survey covers opinions on economics, politics, and
international relations of various groups of Europeans.
Topics include;
I Relative strengths of major povers -Bast and
West in Cold War, it's intensity.
2 Future relations between powers, Sino-Soviet
rift.
3 Sources of major internation problems and role
of countries in East-lest conflict.
4 Disanament, response to weapon proliferation,
negotiation, control of nuclear weapons.
5 Roles of UN, USA, RAT in Europe.
6 Role of de Gaulle.
7 Evaluation of European Community, it's aims.
8 Evaluation of Common Market, OCD, EEO, E3XAp
Commonwealth roles.
9 Evaluation of Defense Agencies, International
Armed Forces ED, other defense plans.
10 Nature of Russian threat.
11 American balance of payments.
12 Foreign Aid Act.
19 Limitation of national sovereignty.
14 Opinion of other countries for residence, national
characteristics.
15 Economic and political policy, inflation, living
standards.
16 Cormunications, reading habits, foreign travel,
access to and use of influence.
17 Profession, religion, education, political party,
family background, personal history.
N 9
Interativo computer programs will be used to isolate index terms
in the empirical text The groring vocab1lary table of index terms is
used to monitor processing of subsequent empirical text.
The index terms in any combination may be used in a search of
pertinent data items, in this case assertions about topics within abstracts.
When the location of the pertinent sentence(s) and abstract(s) have been
found, the abstracts ray then be referenced.
The name procedures can be used on the text of questions. TABLE 15.
Apart from algori t"g to isolate pertinent word forms in the em-
pirical text, all the other required features for categorizing text are
for other purposes already part of the AIDMS system design. These
features are, open ended alphanumeric code lists which allow multiple
entries per data item; cross reference linking categories with multiple
entries per data item; formation of a new data set from other data sets;
statistical tests and table formation, scope displays of data item
characteristics and data items per se, e.g. the informative abstract.
38
BR65 Question Text
12 1hich method of conducting negotiations on arms-control
Is most likely to produce useful results.
/Bilateral negotiations between America and Russia








13 Negotiations for arms-control seek two different objec-
tives, to reduce the probability that war will occu, to
reduce destructiveness if war should break out while both








15 Do you think the government should take serious steps





1.7 Do you consider it likely that a general agreement on
internationadideztrntytcoveringgbbthcomntiOnal1
and nuclear weapons, will be reached in the nexct five
years.
/Yes
/Dnt know
/1-o entry.
N 9
